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The delicious foodyour dog deserves
Tailored healthy dog food made to give our dogs longer, happier lives by our side
Create a tailored plan from 89p a day
Trustpilot




undefined% off your first  box
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Super goodness, super tasty, super foods
The best, high quality dog food, lovingly prepared by us in Yorkshire. Pure is complete nutrition from the inside out, and dogs totally love the taste!
[image: icon]Honest food
[image: icon]Happier dogs
[image: icon]Longer lives
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[image: icon]Natural ingredients
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[image: icon]Healthy goodness
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Naturallynutritious
We finely chop and gently remove the moisture from our ingredients to naturally preserve them and lock in their nutritional goodness.[image: icon]Just add water
[image: icon]Complete & balanced
[image: icon]Naturally tasty
See your recipes





Trusted by thousands
Trustpilot
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We switched from brown biscuits to Pure, and after just a week she completely stopped itching, and her skin cleared up. Thank you Pure for giving Nelly her life back.
Nelly & Polly
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She came to us with a whole host of stomach and digestive issues. Within just 2 days her issues had eased, and now 3 months on she's a different dog. Thank you so much for saving our dog's life!
Lloyd, Peta & Lulu




How Pure compares
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Dry & wet
Raw & fresh

Cost
££
£
£££

No/low processing







High quality ingredients







Easy to store







No risk of harmful pathogens
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We've delivered over10 million meals
94%have seen an improvement in their dog's ailment
91%have seen overall improved health
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Dog food so good we ate it on Dragons' Den
"It was possibly the best pitch I have seen in over 10 years of Dragons' Den" - Duncan Bannatyne
See your recipes
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As seen at Crufts
We're a friendly bunch of dog lovers. We think dogs deserve to enjoy every dinner with complete, wholesome goodness that brings better digestion, shinier coats, boosted immunity and more. 


How Pure works
Tell us about your dog
[image: icon]We'll take into account their age, weight and ailments
We'll create your tailored menu
[image: icon]Complete and balanced meals just for your dog
Delivered to your door for free
[image: icon]Cancel, amend or pause your plan at anytime

Create your tailored menu
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Ongoing support
Our team of experts are here to provide one to one support for you and your dog
Get in touch



We've helpedthousands of dogs
Trustpilot

S
Stacey


New lease of life
Rosie has been on Pure Food for 6 weeks now & OMG what a difference! You have given our 12 year old American Bulldog a whole new lease of life, her energy levels have raised & you can tell she is feeling better in herself. Her coat is so shiny her fur is really soft, looks like puppy fur again.


K
Kelly


Back to his cheeky self
This food has been fantastic for my Sprocker Ruger. He was diagnosed with pancreatitis. He has been on Pure Pet Food for a while and his stools have firmed up and no longer contain blood. He is now back to his cheeky self which I am very thankful for as it was a horrible time.


L
Laura


Nothing but positive comments
They have now been on the food for two months and I have nothing but positive comments... Such a great idea to add water afterwards to reduce packaging and transport weight, best of both worlds for us as it is convenient plus the dogs get enough moisture, as one of ours is a very thirsty pup!


D
Dani


Thank you for changing our lives
We have a fussy almost 2-yr old GSD. Researched a ton about the right food for him, found Pure and thought let's give it a try! He bloody loves it - breakfast & dinner are now his favourite part of the day. Thank you for changing our lives, we have struggled so much - his coat and weight is already better!


J
Jean


So glad we gave it a go
I am so pleased with this food. Not only does my dog love to eat it, her stomach tolerates it really well. She gets bouts of colitis and this food has improved it dramatically. So glad we gave it a go.


D
Dottie


Highly recommended
My dog is in love with pure food I've never seen him lick the bowl clean everytime like he dose with pure dog food. His fur-skin and health have improved so much in a short space of time with eating pure food. I've highly recommended to other dog owners -that's how impressed I am.


J
Jilly


Much much better quality
I did some research and started my boxer on Pure, which he has been on for about 2 months now which doesn’t cost me any more than the wet tray food but is much much better quality. His stomach has improved lots and his coat is nicer than it has ever been, it’s soft, smooth and shiny! I would highly recommend.


S
Sophie


The nutrition is excellent
Since swapping food my dogs coat has become less greasy. The nutrition is excellent and I like that there’s variety in flavours to the food without causing stomach issues. Her stool is brilliant. Cannot fault the food. The pricing is slightly more expensive than some store providers but for the best nutrition it is certainly worth it.


R
Robyn


Their stomach has gotten so much better
My dog has always had a sensitive stomach but since switching to Pure it has gotten so much better! I started a subscription initially due to the multiple good reviews for dogs with similar issues. Overall recommend Pure and will be transitioning my second (less fussy) dog once his current food runs low.








We're here to help
Send us a message
or
Read our help articles
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